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SUMMARY 

As the centralized database for the integration across multiple wireless tiers and wireline access, traffic 
design considerations for SCP performance measurement are of great important in the personal 
communications era. By neglecting the effect of disk access time, the SCP response time R includes 
the SCP processing time P and signalling link delay L only. A bivariate normal distribution has been 
proposed for modelling (PI L )  such that some statistical estimations of L given P can be conveniently 
obtained in different combination of SCP processing load and link utilization. Further, the correlation 
effects of (P, L( P = p) on R are investigated. After a Tukey one degree of freedom test with one 
observation of ~ ~ l ~ = ~  per treatment (n = 1) under different normalized processing times and corre- 
lations, the two-factor ANOVA model becomes an interaction model without pure error effects due 
to the computed F* values being significantly greater than the critical F(0.95; 1, 11). Besides, rejection 
threshold criteria of SCP response time with minimum loss rate (0.01 per cent) of messages are 
proposed to ensure a good service quality of SCP. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

An intelligent network (IN) is a large and complex 
telecommunication system. 1-3 It consists of many 
distributed elements such as service switching points 
( SSPS),~ service controt points ( SCPS),~ service 
management system (SMS), and service creation 
environment (SCE). As the service logic and cus- 
tomer data are stored, the SCP is the brain of an 
IN. A desired SCP is an on-line, fault-tolerant, and 
real-time database system. Design consderations for 
SCP performance measurement are of great import- 
ance, especially while the SCP is considered as a 
centralized database for the integration across mul- 
tiple wireless tiers and wireline access in the personal 
communications era.6-8 

Traffic congestion management is an essential 
procedure5 of SCP in order to guarantee some 
deserved performance under unpredictable and 
changing traffic conditions. An SCP receives the 
traffic (i.e. query messages) from SSPs and is 
expected to respond to those messages within agreed 
time-out values. If an SCP response message does 

* To whom all correspondence should be sent. 

not arrive before the timer expires, the SSP will 
initiate some failure actions. In addition, the SCP 
also takes measurements5 from average response 
time, lost calls by the SCP due to excessive delays, 
and some specific performance index for preventing 
congestion. Therefore, the congestion threshold of 
SCP is defined to be the most severe overload level 
indicated by the measurements. 

Upon overload occurring, the SCP has two traffic 
regulation appro ache^,^ non-selective ACG 
(automatic code gap) control and selective ACG 
control, to throttle the traffic. These two approaches 
are both application level ACG control to selectively 
screen excess traffic from the signalling network. 
Essentially, an ACG restrictive control approach 
employed in the SCP is a back-pressure mechan- 
ism9,10 in order to guarantee that no SSPs will 
initiate more queries than the SCP can absorb. 
There is a trade-off relationship between the regu- 
lation level of the SSPs traffic and the improvement 
of IN performance." 

Recently, there have been many traffic regulation 
approaches employed in the high speed net- 
~ o r k . ~ J ~ J ~  However, these congestion control 
approaches distributively regulate each source 
within its allowable rate that is impractical for an 
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SCP. Since the SCP is a brain of the IN, it itself is 
a traffic regulation centre. The SCP should regulate 
the network traffic autonomously and in a timely 
manner. 

The SCP response time as well as the propagation 
time between SSP and SCP will directly affect the 
service quality of an IN call.4 Since the propagation 
time is approximately a constant value, the SCP 
response time consequently becomes the major fac- 
tor affecting the service quality. The eventual target 
to ensure a good service quality of SCP is a good 
response time measurement indicator to detect an 
abnormal performance and a rejection threshold of 
SCP response time to throttle the expired messages. 

In this paper, the SCP response time will be stat- 
istically studied. In Section 2, features of response 
time components will be introduced. In Section 3, 
a bivariate normal distrib~tionl~ will be proposed 
for modelling the response time components so as 
to investigate the correlation effects on SCP 
response time. In Section 4, rejection threshold cri- 
teria of SCP response time will be proposed as an 
SCP congestion management threshold15 for ensur- 
ing a good service quality of SCP. Finally, some 
important conclusions will be given and discussed. 

2. RESPONSE TIME COMPONENTS 

The requirement for SCP is real-time, high avail- 
ability and fault t ~ l e r a n c e . ~  For this stringent per- 
formance requirement, the SCP response time 
should be controlled efficiently and accurately. Cle- 
arly, SCP response time is defined as the time inter- 
val from the moment when the last bit of a query- 
related message enters the SCP, to the moment 
when the last bit of a response message leaves the 
SCP. The SCP response time R includes the SCP 
processing time P, disk access time D ,  and signalling 
delay link L as described below.5 

2.1.  SCP processing time 

The SCP processing time is decomposed into plat- 
form processing time and application processing 
time. We consider the SCP processing time as a 
unit here and define it as the time interval from the 
moment when the last bit of a message enters the 
SCP, to the moment when the last bit of a message 
is placed on the transmission buffer of the signalling 
link, excluding the time taken to perform any disk 
access. The SCP processing time P is assumed to 
be normally distributed with the probability density 
function (p.d.f.) given by 

1 - P - F P  2 

Bellcores proposed the means and the -95th quan- 
tiles of an SCP processing time at 40 and 80 per 

cent of maximum SCP capacity. Accordingly, the 
standard deviations of processing time can be esti- 
mated as summarized in Table I. 

2.2. Disk access time 

Most conventional database systems are disk resi- 
dent. For real-time constraints in telecommunication 
applications, disk data may be cached into memory 
for fast access.16 Obviously, the access time for main 
memory is orders of magnitude less than for disk 
storage. In the response of SCP to SSP, all service 
logic programs (SLPs)17 and the related data are 
memory resident. This means that the SCP is 
designed as a main memory database system with 
the related data residing permanently in main physi- 
cal memory. Therefore, no disk access time will 
affect the SCP response time. However, if the mul- 
tiple disk access is required in the processing of 
query-related messages, then each disk access is 
assumed to be 30 ms or less. 

2.3. Signalling link delay 

We assume each SS7 (signalling system number 
7) link with 64 kb/s link speed operating under a 
steady-stage traffic load. l8 A non-pre-emptive pri- 
ority queuing dis~ipline'~ is used to examine delay 
characteristics of the signalling message traffic. The 
signalling link delay is defined as the time interval 
from the moment when the last bit of an SCP 
response message is placed on the transmission 
buffer of a signalling link, to the moment when the 
last bit of this message is transmitted to the outgoing 
signalling link. Again, the signalling link delay is 
assumed to be normally distributed, with the p.d.f. 
given by 

= 0, elsewhere. 

The signalling link delay is decomposed into the 
message queuing delay and the message emission 
delay. Since the queuing delay is a function of link 
utilization and the message length distribution, ernis- 
sion delay is a function of the signalling link speed 
and the message length distribution. The signalling 
link delay objectives calculated using the MICA 
queuing formula for link delay at 0-4 and 0-8 Erlangs 
of link utilization for 279 octets' message at 64 kb/s 

Table I .  SCP processing time based on Bellcore's data 

Percentage of kP, ms up, ms .95th quantile, 
maximum SCP ms 
capacity 

40 150 18.24 180 
80 180 21.88 216 
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of link speedz0 can be estimated as summarized in 
Table 11. 

3. CORRELATION EFFECTS 

As mentioned above, a conventional analysis of 
response time components is based on the normally 
independent distribution for each variable. This 
assumption implies that the SCP response time is 
normally distributed and the variance of SCP 
response time is the sum of the variances of the 
response time components, Var(R) = Var(P) + 
Var(L) + Var(D). However, the value of the corre- 
lation coefficient between response time compo- 
nents is positive. For instance, a long query message 
results in long processing time and produces a long 
response message to the signalling link. For a main 
memory SCP system, there is no disk access time, 
then we have 

R = P + L, and E[R] = E[P] + E[L]  (1) 

The variance of R, Var(R) = Var(P) + Var(L) + 
2Cov( P ,  L) 

= u2p + U’L + 2pupaL 

where p = p p , L .  

3.1. 

have the joint probability density function 

Modelling the SCP response time 

Let the two-dimensional random variable (P,  L )  

where 0 < p < m, 0 < 1 < 03, up > 0, uL > 0 and 

Equation (2) is called a bivariate normal distri- 
bution. Then, the marginal distributions of SCP pro- 
cessing time P and signalling link delay L are univar- 

IPI 1. 

Table 11. The signalling link delay based on Bellcore’s 
data 

Link CLL, ms uL, ms .95th quantile, 
utilization, ms 
Erlangs 

0.4 47 25.53 89 
0-8 107 99.69 271 

iate normal distributions. Further, we have 

Theorem 1. If (P, L) has a bivariate normal 
distribution, then the conditional distribution of L 
given P =p is normal with mean 

and variance u$lp,p = 0:(1 - pz). 

By Theorem 1, we have the conditional p.d.f. 

w, 

For 1 - a = 0.95, we have zl-cr =1.645 and the 
-95th quantile of L at given P = p can be estimated 
by 

If ~ x Q  represents the combination of SCP pro- 
cessing load and link utilization as follows: 

V ,  40 per cent of the maximum SCP capacity 
W ,  80 per cent of the maximum SCP capacity 

9 = {  

a = {  

and 

V ,  0.4 Erlangs of link utilization 
for 279 octets message at 64kb/s of link speed 
W ,  0.8 Erlangs of link utilization 
for 279 octets message at 64kb/s of link speed 

Estimation of the .95th quantile of L given P = p  
is plotted against p,  as shown in Figure 1. It appears 
that the SCP capacity has no effect on predicted 
quantiles. However, the correlation does have some 
effect on the predicted .95th quantiles of L given 
P = p  with an increment about 25 per cent under 
high link utilization conditions. 

Further, the conditional mean 

is plotted against p under various p values, as shown 
in Figure 2. Here, the two horizontal lines are 
exactly the Bellcore values. It is found that the 
conditional mean of L is a monotonic increasing 
linear function of correlation coefficient, especially 
under high link utilization. 

3.2. Independence of response time components 

By conventional analysis with an assumption of 
stochastic ndependence of P and L,  we have 
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Theorem 2. If (P, L )  has a bivariate normal 
distribution, then P and L are independent if and 
only if P and L are uncorrelated. 

By Theorem 2, it can be observed that if p = 0, 
the joint density of equation (2) becomes the pro- 
duct of two univariate normal distributions. Thus 
E[R]  = E [ P ]  + E [ L ]  and Var(R) = 
Var(P) + Var(L). Therefore, SCP response time 
based on Bellcore's data can be estimated as summa- 

Table 111. SCP response time based on Bell- 
core's data 

v v  197 31.38 248.62 
V W 257 101.35 423.72 
w v  227 33-62 282-30 
W W 287 102.07 454.91 

rized in Table 111. 

3.3. 
components 

time R will be investigated as follows: E[ R] = E[ P ]  
+ E [ L ]  = E [ P ]  + E{E[L/P = p ] }  

Correlation effects of response time 

Correlation effect of ( P ,  LIP = p )  on response = CLP + [ CLL. + PaL?$)] (4) 

By Theorem 1, the values of E[L)  P = p ]  are 
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Table IV. One observation of pLp=p per treatment 
(n =1) 

NOnnalized Correlation p (factor B) 
P (factor 
A) 0.00 0-25 0.50 0-75 Average 

o’= 1) (i = 2) o’= 3) 0’=4) 

instance with p = Gl(0.95) under W X W and 
p = 0-75, we have pR = 409.993 ms. This value is 
about 142 per cent of pR based on Bellcore’s data. 

4. RESPONSE TIME THRESHOLD 

(a) Mean of L given P = p (ms) for (VXV, WXV) 
0-0 ( i  = 1) 47.00 47-00 47.00 47-00 47.00 
0-5 ( i  = 2) 47-00 50.19 53.38 56.57 51.78 
1.0 ( i  = 3) 47-00 53-38 59.77 66-15 56.57 
1-5 ( i  = 4) 47.00 56.57 66-15 75-72 61.36 
2.0 ( i  = 5) 47.00 59.77 72-53 85.30 66-15 
Average 4740 53.38 59-76 66.14 56.57 

(b) Mean of L given P = p (ms) for (VXW, WX W) 
0.0 ( i  = 1) 10740 10740 107.00 107.00 107.00 
0.5 ( i  = 2) 107.00 119.46 131-92 144.38 125.69 
1.0 ( i  = 3) 107.00 131.92 156.85 181.77 144.38 
1.5 (i = 4) 107.00 144.38 181.77 219.15 163.07 
2.0 ( i  = 5) 10740 156.85 206.69 256.54 181.77 

Average 107.00 131.92 156.84 181.76 144-38 

4.1. Threshold derivation 

It is clear that the signalling link delay can be 
predicted by given SCP processing time. If the esti- 
mated response time R is over a threshold, the 
message will be discarded. Elsewhere, the message 
will be placed on the transmission buffer of the 
signalling link. Therefore, it is required to estimate 
rejection thresholds so as to prevent expired mess- 
ages from being sent across the network. 

Assume that the SCP will lose one message from 
10,OOO messages re~e ived .~  By assuming that 
F,(r) 2 ( 1  - a) with a = (1 /1O,OOO),  we have 

affected by p and normalized SCP processing time P. 
With one observation of E[LI P = p] per treatment 
( n  = 1 )  under different normalized processing times 
and correlations as shown in Table IV,21 the interac- 
tions cannot be included in the two-factor ANOVA 
(analysis of variance) 

However, by the Tukey one degree of freedom 
test for interactions,21,22 the computed P values are 
significantly greater than the critical F(0-95; 1 ,  1 1 )  
due to SSPE (pure error sum of squares = error 
sum of squares - interaction sum of squares) being 
relatively close to zero. Therefore, the two-factor 
ANOVA becomes an interaction model without 
pure error effects as shown in Table V.21 

If p = 0, Equation (4) is reduced to equation ( 1 )  
with results given in Table 111. If p # 0, E [ R ]  is a 
linear function of p. Computations of E[R] are plot- 
ted against T X Q and different p values as shown 
in Figure 3. It is found that E [ R ]  is a monotonic 
increasing linear function of p. The effect of the 
link utilization on E[R] is similar to that of p. For 

R ( P +  L < r ) z ( l - a )  ( 5  1 
According to the probability theory with r = p + I, 
equation ( 5 )  can be reduced to 
Pr(P I p)Pr(L 5 I(P I p )  2 ( 1  - a) .  Since 0 s 
F( . )  5 1, we have 

Therefore, the (1 - (d2))th quantiles can be 
derived and given as follows: 

+ ILL + P o L ( )  P - PP 
U P  

with rejection threshold criteria ofp L p ’  and I 2 l’. 

Theorem 3. Let two random variables (P , L )  
have a joint p.d.f. is in equation (2) and satisfy the 

Table V. Two-factor interaction model without pure errors 

Critical F Conclusions Source of ss d.f. MS Computed P 
variation 

(a) ANOVA table after Tukey one degree of freedom test for (VXV, WXV) 
Normalized P 916-81 4 229.2 5.41 F(0-95; 4, 12) = 3-26 reject &(A) 
P 1018.50 3 339.5 8.01 F(0-95, 3, 12) = 3.49 reject Ho(B)  
Interactions 509.32 12 42.4 

Total 2,444.63 19 

(b) ANOVA table after Turky one degree of freedom test for (VXW, WXW) 
Normalized P 13,976 4 3494 5.40 F(0.95; 4, 12) = 3-26 reject Ho(A) 
P 15,529 3 5176 8.00 F(0.95; 3, 12) = 3.49 reject Ho(B) 
Interactions 7,765 12 647 
Total 37,270 19 
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properties of Theorem 1 and Theroem 2, then SCP 
response time be calculated by equation (4). In 
addition, under the recommended service quality of 
SCP, we have two criteria: by criterion p' in equ- 
ation (6), the processed message will be discarded 
in advance, and by criterion 1' in equation (6), the 
signalling link delay time can be precalculated for 
predicting the response time, so that the processed 
message will be discarded. 

Some rejection thresholds for SCP response time 
components have been estimated, and are summar- 
ized in Table V1. Therefore the SCP response time 
components can be predetermined for the SCP per- 
formance design so as to ensure the service quality 
of SCP even with the worst condition of SCP pro- 
cessing load and link utilization. Therefore, an 
expired message can be prevented from being sent 
across the network. 

4.2. Numerical example 

According to the investigation of statistical 
properties of the SCP response time, we demon- 
strate a preliminary analysis as follows. Let T be 
the agreed time-out value in seconds between an 
SSP and the SCP, A be the arrival rate in messages 
per second, S be the mean service time in seconds 
per message, Z be the traffic intensity, where I = AS, 
and r be the reflection time, 7 = T - threshold 
value. 

A reflection time is the time for adaptive, timely 
traffic regulation control. Observing the value of T, 
it is easy to find that the larger value of T regulates 
the traffic more instantly. 

As a numerical analysis, let T = 2000 ms, 
I = 0.8, and r' = 919.62 ms, we have 
T = T - r' = 1080.38 ms. Therefore, this reflection 
time T can regulate the congestion traffic 

Table VI. Estimation of rejection thresholds 

Response Rejection Rejection thresholds estimated for 
time threshold Q = (1/10,000), t l = 5  = 3.891 
criterion components 
~ ~ 

P p s p '  W X W  p = 0.00: p'  = 265.14(ms) 
W X W  p = 0.25: p' = 265.14(ms) 
WXW p = 0-50: p' = 265.14(ms) 
W x W  p = 0 . 7 5 : ~ '  = 265.14(ms) 

WXW p = 0.00: I' = 494,89(ms) 
W x W  p = 0-25: 1' = 579.55(ms) 
W x W  p = 0-50: I' = 636.87(ms) 
WX W p = 0.75: I' = 654.49(ms) 

WXW p = 0.00: r' = 760.03(ms) 
W X W  p = 0-25: r' = 844-69(ms) 
W X W  p = 0-50: r' = 902+01(ms) 
W X W  p = 0.75: r' = 919.62(ms) 

LIP = p I z I' 

R r r r' 

Again, by Theorem 2 the message can be detected 
and discarded due to the excess of p' = 265.14 ms. 
In this case, the reflection time 
7 = T - p' = 1734.86 ms and + = 654.318 per 
cent. This dramatically increasing rate shows the 
effectiveness of our rejection threshold for traffic 
regulation. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A bivariate normal distribution has been proposed 
for modelling the SCP processing time P and signal- 
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ling link delay L of a main memory database SCP. 
It is found that p does have some effect on the 
predicted e95th quantiles of L given P = p with an 
increment to about 25 per cent under high link 
utilization condition. Further, the correlation effects 
of (P, LI P = p )  on R are investigated. With one 
observation of E[LI P = p ]  per treatment ( n  = 1)  
under different normalized processing times and cor- 
relations, the interactions cannot be included in the 
two-factor ANOVA model. However, this two-fac- 
tor ANOVA model becomes an interaction model 
without pure error effects after the Tukey one 
degree of freedom test due to the computed F* 
values being significantly greater than the critical 
F(0.95; 1, 11). Finally, the rejection threshold cri- 
teria of R proposed to detect an abnormal perform- 
ance and to throttle the expired messages will be 
enable us to ensure a good service quality of SCP. 
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